Marathon Eating and Drinking : April 2021. Dr. Sharon Madigan, Performance Nutritionist.
Over these next few weeks your training may step up considerably and will be focused on repeating the sessions with seeing gains in each one. That might
be not feeling sore the next day, more consistency in training. If the lack of consistency is still there really do focus on the timing and volume of food around
the now much longer runs.
Look at your week and pencil in when your sessions are. Remember the body does not reset at 12 midnight and one late session will affect the next session
which could be in the morning. I have given an example below.
So if you look at this example. There are two runs in between sat and Sunday. The difference between the two runs is actually less then 24hrs as one is on sat
at 3pm and the second is on Sunday at 9am. So the recovery between both is quite short and the gaps between eating and drinking is quite long.
You can then see that on Monday morning this person has actually done another run and gym before breakfast which is less than 24hrs since the last session.
Again very short recovery time. The other mistake here is that the last meal on Sunday is at 6.30pm. So the gap between Sunday meal and Monday breakfast
is 13.5hrs and they have trained. This can impact the next sessions and make you feel very tired and result in soreness and not feeling the sessions.
So simple solutions here:
Look at your training time relative to the next session.
Use Friday and Monday as bookends to the longer weekend sessions when it comes to recovery and training.
No gaps after the runs. Look to immediately put something in. A yoghurt and fruit and then follow this by your lunch or dinner depending on the time.
Supper is great on the evening before morning sessions as this really becomes part of the pre fuel routine.
The weather is now getting a little warmer so really important to focus on the fluids throughout the day as well as around sessions. As the sessions get longer
aim to use a loop so you can leave drinks bottle.
Use this template to try and see where your pressure points are, where you might be leaving gaps and then food can be added according to the need.
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Monday

6.30am

Gym and Run
(90mins)

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Run (30mins)

Sunday
Fruit salad and
yoghurt

Walk to work (30mins)

8am: Boiled egg
and toast x 2 slices
9 am

Work Porridge with
milk and fruit

Larger
breakfast

Run

Lunch

Roast beef or
chicken and veg
with potatoes or
Chicken Curry
and Rice

10:30am
12noon
Soup / noodle salad

1 pm

3pm

Walk home from work

Run

6.30
8.3010.30 pm

French toast
Take away dinner

Lasagne and
salad
Small glass of
beer
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